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TENBY
Portable, fit-up and open-air performances
Blue Ball Inn
Le Sieur Rea, an Irishman, passing himself off as a French performer, gave an entertainment as a lecturer and
conjurer in numerous towns in South Wales during the autumn of 1773. He performed on October 29th at the
Blue Ball Inn, Tenby.

Open Air Entertainment and
Pierrot Shows
In the second half of the 19th Century
and into the Edwardian era, there was a
great deal of outdoor entertainment
through the summer months. As early as
1864 there were band concerts played on
the Croft, and regular shows were
performed on the sands in front of St.
Catherine's Island and on the North
Beach through the 1870s. By 1901 both
beaches, the Croft, the Esplanade, the
Castle Hill and the Pier (in the Market
Hall if wet!) were in seasonal use for
Pierrot show.
By 1907 the Royal
Strolling Players were performing
annually on a new pitch at the
Coronation Gardens in Sutton Street.

Tenby Sands
In 1900 a row emerged when the Tenby Corporation offered a Pierrot troupe the sole rights to perform on the
beach. This was immediately challenged by a company
claiming: “The Corporation of Tenby have no right whatever
to claim any jurisdiction over the sands which below highwater mark belong to anybody, consequently it will be quite
impossible for any troupe to retain a monopoly of them. As
there are two troupes in addition to the one engaged by the
Corporation coming this year, it will be obvious that the
Council are going beyond their province in giving any troupe
to understand that it is to have the sole right to perform on the
Tenby sands.”

Open Air Theatre
In July 1951 Pembroke Arts Club founded a new open-air
theatre on the North Cliff, and invited guest artist Peter Upcher
to appear in Shakespeare scenes, accompanied by members of
the club and a full string orchestra.
Further information is needed.
(Portrait of Peter Upcher as Feste
at the Open Air Theatre in Tenby, 1951 – by Janet Allen.
University of Bristol Theatre Collection).
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THEATRE
1790 Open by this date
1810 Replaced with a new building
In August 1790 the Old South Wales Company strolling players headed by a Mr Ferizer – are known
to have performed the tragedy “Oroonoko” in the
“Licensed Theatre” in Tenby. It was a performance
advertised as “By desire of the Worshipful the
Mayor”. This is the earliest written record of a theatre
building in Tenby, though it is not known whether the
building was in existence earlier than 1790.
In the summer of 1797 Henry Lee’s travelling
company arrived by sea from Bridgewater in
Somerset, and under the local patronage of the
Marquis of Lansdowne performed successfully
through the summer season. (He reports this in his
“Memoirs of a Travelling Player” but unfortunately
does not give any details of the plays or where they
were performed.)
An un-named company performed in 1802, and the
performance was given in front of Sir William and
Lady Hamilton and Lord Nelson. The performance
included Moliere’s “The Mock Doctor” and a specially
written address to the “Hero of the Nile”. This occasion was gloriously (and waspishly) recorded by a certain
Mr Gore who was visiting the town. He described the theatre as “Truly it is no bigger than a bulky bathing
machine and bears about the same proportion to Sadlers Wells as a silver penny to a Spanish dollar”. But his
best description was reserved for seeing the honoured visitors in the street:
“I was yesterday witness to an exhibition which though greatly ridiculous, was not wholly so for it was
likewise pitiable; and this was in the persons of two individuals who have lately occupied much public
attention: I mean Lord Nelson and Emma, Lady Hamilton. The whole town was at their heels as they
walked together. The lady is grown immensely fat and equally coarse, while her “companion in arms”
had taken the other extreme: thin, shrunken and to my impression, in bad health. They were evidently
vain of each other. . . Poor Sir Williams! Wretched but not abashed, he followed at a short distance.”
In 1805 two companies headed respectively by Messrs Lee and Potter played seasons in Tenby, and in 1809 a
band of players from Bath and Bristol theatres, calling themselves “His Majesty’s Servants” were so successful
that they prompted the Mayor to call for a permanent theatre to be built in the town.

NEW THEATRE
1810 Opened
1840s Closed and replaced with housing
Following the Mayor’s meeting, a subscription fund was
immediately opened, headed by Lord Milford and Sir William
Paxton, a local philanthropist responsible for many of the new
amenities in Carmarthen and Tenby at the turn of the 19th
century. The new theatre opened in Frog Street on July 30th
1810, and held some 360 people, 80 in the pit, 120 in the boxes
and 160 in the gallery. The opening production was a play
called “The Wonder: A Woman Keeps a Secret”.
The new theatre flourished under a succession of visiting
companies and managers. However, the theatre was not open
all the year, and continued to play short seasons generally in the
spring and summer. Charles Sanders headed a company of

Edmund Kean as Shylock
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travelling players whose circuit played Aberystwyth and Tenby every summer and Carmarthen and Pembroke
every winter between 1816 and 1824. A highlight came in August 1828 when Edmund Kean visited the town
for two nights to play Shylock and Sir Edward Mortimer. Although Kean was coming to the end of his
exhausting career he was acclaimed with wild enthusiasm in Tenby.
It is not known when this theatre closed, but by 1843 it had been demolished and replaced with housing. There
was no permanent theatre in Tenby until the Assembly Rooms opened in 1857, but it seems there were
premises in South Parade that were used on the odd occasion for fit up companies.

PUBLIC HALL
1870s Opened?
1880 Closed
1884 Reopened following remodelling
The Public Hall in Warren Street was in use for assemblies,
dances, and suppers in the 1870s, but seems to have closed in
1880. In November 1884 it had been leased to Messrs Jenkins
and Leach who advertised its “capital stage accommodation”. A
newspaper reported: “After an interval of nearly four years this
hall has been reopened. It has been redecorated and upholstered
and a neat proscenium has been provided. Mr Gardiner Coyne
produced ‘The Shaugraun’ and ‘The Colleen Bawn’ with Mr
Coyne and Miss Bertha Fletcher taking the leading parts”
This stage use had been prompted by the fire and closure of the
Assembly Rooms, creating the opportunity for the Public Hall to
capture the visiting theatre business. The hall hosted regular
theatre productions until 1887 when the Assembly Rooms
reopened, after which its theatre use rapidly declined.

SKATING RINK & VARIETIES
1880s Open by now
Little is known of Tenby’s first skating rink which was open in the 1880s and doubled as a variety theatre. It
seems to have been a “respectable” venue since in March 1882 “Adair, the Lion Hercules, gives a good account
of himself in his feats of strength, juggling and trapeze performance. The performance was in the presence of
the Mayor and members of the County Club.”
Further information is needed.

ROYAL ASSEMBLY ROOMS / ROYAL PLAYHOUSE
1857
1865
1880
1887
1912
1914
1928
1990c
2010
2013

Originally built as the Assembly Rooms
Remodelled with a new front portico
Burnt down and reconstructed with simpler facade
Some rebuilding and extra safety measures
Renamed the Royal Playhouse Cinema and used for films
Gallery extended
Further remodelling and re-opened as the Royal Playhouse
Backstage area demolished but front of house used as a cinema
Closed
Mostly demolished, façade retained

The Royal Playhouse, Tenby was originally built in 1857 as assembly rooms, and was remodelled in 1865 with
a new front portico of eight Tuscan columns. Sadly this magnificent structure burnt down fifteen years later,
and was immediately rebuilt, though this time with its present, much simpler façade.
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The interior was subsequently altered in the early 1900s and the gallery was extended in 1914. The new Assembly
Rooms were owned and managed by the Gregory Brothers, one of whom was an Alderman of Tenby Corporation
and had been Mayor of the town four times. The theatre was extremely fashionable and well patronised, especially
during the annual Tenby Hunt and Races season, which always included a number of amateur dramatic
performances, a fancy dress and other balls.
At other times the Assembly Rooms would present regular seasons from companies like that of T.R. Nugent and his
leading lady, Maggie Gardner and would host regular pantomimes, and concerts from military bands like the Royal
Munster Fusiliers based in Tenby. The annual performance licence was due for renewal in September 1887. The
licensing meeting took place just a few days after the disastrous fire at the Exeter Theatre where 186 people died.
The Tenby magistrates decided not to renew the licence until additional safety measures were in place. Miss Bright,
the Licensee, immediately offered to build an extra staircase from the gallery, and a provisional licence was issued
subject to the work being done. The Assembly Rooms reopened in the middle January after the work was
completed.
Over the next ten years Tenby playgoers developed a taste for opera, and numerous opera companies visited the
town, including: Leahy & O’Beirne’s English Opera Group, who opened their season with “Maritana”; a special
production of Dr Parry’s opera “Arianwen”, conducted by Dr Parry himself; and Victor Rosini’s oddly named
Spectral Opera Company, performing “The Mountain Sylph”, “Faust”, “The Flying Dutchman” and “Barnes of New
York”. The local press reported “the spectral effects are marvellous”.
In 1890 Miss Bright ceased to be the manageress, and one of the Gregorys, Mr J. H. Gregory, resumed direct family
involvement, opening in March with the pantomime “Dick Whittington”. In the established family tradition, this Mr
Gregory would also be elected Mayor of Tenby – this time in November 1897. The turn of the century saw visiting
productions of all the latest London hit shows: “Charley’s Aunt”, “Florodora”, and “Belle of New York”.
However, by 1912 there was overwhelming demand for film shows and the venue gradually went over to primary
use as a cinema with just the occasional stage show. In 1914 the premises underwent some reconstruction:
“. . . with the stage very much enlarged, and
an electric lighting plant installed. A new
proscenium has been built and the auditorium
has been furnished with tip-up chairs. A new
circle has been provided by the enlargement of
the old gallery, which now joins the side
balcony and adds to the seating capacity of the
house. Large and well-fitted dressing rooms in
close proximity to the stage have been added.
It now provides an up-to-date picture house as
well as meeting the requirements of travelling
companies”.
The Royal Assembly Rooms were partially re-built
and re-opened as the Royal Playhouse in July 1928.
At this time the stage had a proscenium opening of
35ft, and was equipped with two large dressing
rooms. Seating was now provided for 800 in stalls
and circle levels and a separate ballroom was attached
to the building.
By 2008 the owners applied to demolish the listed
building and replace it with a new entertainment
complex containing a two-screen cinema, a bowling
alley and "other family amenities" incorporating the
site of an adjacent fire-damaged hotel. Negotiations
were still ongoing when the owners suddenly decided
to close the cinema on January 6th 2010. Audiences
had fallen away dramatically, and the last straw had
been the opening night of a new Harry Potter film,
when only 12 customers turned up.
The site is currently being redeveloped, and the old
Playhouse demolished, though its original Grade II
listed façade will be retained.
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DE VALENCE PAVILION
1904
1922
1970
1974

Opened as the De Valence Gardens
A theatre and dance hall constructed on the site
Existing buildings demolished
New building created
The original De Valence Pavilion, dating from
1922 was equipped with a stage that was 30ft
wide and had six dressing rooms. The auditorium
could seat 700 people and double as a dance hall.
It also offered café facilities. In its early years it
was managed by George Chiles, a former Mayor
of the town. When Alderman Chiles died in 1932
the Pavilion was taken over by Michael Shanly,
who, as a result, at that time controlled three out
of the town’s four halls.

When Mr Shanly got into financial difficulties in
1937 the Pavilion was sold to a Miss Beard, but
the outbreak of the Second World War created
difficulties for the venue, and it soon was
converted for cinema use, reducing the seating
capacity to around 600. Gradually live performances came to be rare occurrences.
By 1970 the building was is disrepair and was demolished. In 1974 it was replaced with a new multi-purpose hall
annexed to council offices, and, rather oddly, still bearing the name “Pavilion”, which implies a very different
kind of structure. The front facade was plain in a modern style, and the hall was large and flat-floored, with
removable seating for functions use. It had a seating capacity of 500, or 700 standing. The stage was small, 24ft
wide by 14ft deep, with no fly tower or grid, and working room in the narrow wings was complicated by
staircases and changes of floor level.
In its early days it was in regular use as a theatre, staging summer seasons featuring such performers as Wyn
Calvin. Gradually its visiting professional shows were reduced to a few nights in the week, and the only regular
hirers were local amateur groups. By the end of 1983 the Council proposed redundancy for the permanent staff,
and were accused of wishing to run it as “a village hall for summer rent”. It struggled on through the following
years. On one occasion in April 1992 the entertainer Owen Money was booked to play the De Valence Pavilion
for a 9pm cabaret slot - which he accepted because he was already booked for an 11pm show at Haverfordwest the
same evening. He arrived at Tenby to be greeted by two bouncers, seven bar-staff, and one of the organisers who
complained that only 300 seats had been put out, and he wanted 500. By 9.15pm only two people had turned up
to see the show. (“I’ve been in bed with more people” quipped Owen Money.) Blame was placed on the £10
ticket price and the lack of publicity. The normal top price for such an event was £3. Owen Money went on to
play to a packed house at 11pm in Haverfordwest. This was symptomatic of the way things were going.
In July 2010 the Pavilion closed and was offered for sale. Its future remains uncertain.

SUPER CINEMA / LITTLE THEATRE
1924
1930
1936
1939
1946
1959
?

Opened as the Super Cinema
Renamed Shanly’s Super Cinema
Converted for live theatre use
Requisitioned for wartime purposes
Reopened as the Little Theatre
Became an amusement arcade
Closed and converted into apartments

The Super Cinema opened in 1924 with the film “Bella Donna”. It had a seating capacity of 450 and a stage of a
moveable type that could be adapted for plays or meetings. It did not get off to a good start, and within a few
years it closed and remained unused for a while before being sold in September 1930 to Michael William Shanly.
It re-opened as Shanly’s Super Cinema on November 1st but was in operation for just over five years until
February 1936 when it closed again and Mr Shanly’s business affairs were placed in the hands of receivers.
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The following year Tenby Borough Council approved plans for the alteration of the cinema into a theatre. The
‘Super Theatre’ opened with its own resident company under the management of John McCormick on the 15th
July 1937. The first play to be performed at the theatre was Noel Coward’s “Private Lives”. The Super Theatre
was destined to last for less than three years, and was closed by public order at the outbreak of the war. It was
requisitioned for military use and used as a Navy, Army and Air Force Institutes (NAFFI) shop.
After the war the building was de-requisitioned and subsequently sold to the Milford Haven Cinema Company
which already owned the town’s other two cinemas. The theatre was re-decorated and re-seated before being
opening in August 1946 under the new name of ‘The Little Theatre’. A short season of repertory plays was
produced featuring well-known London artists, and thereafter the Little ran as a professional theatre
occasionally hired to local amateur companies.
Among the visiting entertainers were Gladys Morgan and Company with her 1951 Festival of Britain show,
and Wyn Calvin heading a summer entertainment for the Coronation year. In 1954 the Little Theatre ran a
summer rep season followed by “Follies on Parade”.
In July 1956 the theatre was sold, and its new owner, Mr Booth of Swansea, announced his intention to convert
the building to an amusement arcade. This led to some considerable local opposition and a series of legal
arguments as to whether or not permission was needed for the change of use. Mr Booth eventually suggested a
compromise whereby the hall would be used as an arcade during the summer months, but could be made
available for local amateur productions outside the tourist season. In the end, the theatre was converted to an
amusement arcade and more recently the arcade re-located to smaller premises within the town walls and the
building was converted into flats.

SOUTH BEACH PAVILION
1929
1930
1938
1950s
2010

Opened as Shanley’s Amusement Pavilion
Roof Garden added
Taken over as renamed the South Beach Pavilion
Leased to the South Wales Electricity Board
Closed, major redevelopment of the site.

Michael William Shanly, an established entrepreneur, had already acquired tourism businesses in Bognor
Regis, Porthcawl and Barry, and in 1928 began to invest heavily in Tenby. He was granted a 30-year lease on
the old steam mill at the South Beach and began building his new South Beach Pavilion. The ballroom was the
first part of the building to open, and an Opening Celebration Grand Ball was held on July 12th 1929. By
October the Pavilion also offered stage and cinema facilities with seating for 650. Shortly afterwards an openair skating rink was laid out alongside the building and on April 30th 1930 a Roof Garden was added.
Over the next few years Mr Shanly expanded his Tenby business to include the Super Cinema and the De
Valence Gardens, meaning he now controlled three of the four halls in the town. His rapid rise and
entrepreneurial methods did not endear him to local businessmen. In 1936-7 the ever-expanding Shanly
enterprises ran into cash-flow problems, and despite
being extremely asset-rich, he received
unsympathetic treatment from the Tenby Councillors
and was forced into liquidation. Shanly’s Pavilion
was sold to George Thomas and John Lawrence and
renamed the South Beach Pavilion. (Mr Shanly
retired to Bognor Regis where he died four years
later, aged 80.)
The new owners introduced regular and successful
Summer Follies shows, and had begun to develop
all-the-year-round local activities when the outbreak
of the Second World War intervened. In the 1950s
the Pavilion was closed and leased to the South
Wales Electricity Board and ceased to be used for
entertainment.
By 2012 the site was under
redevelopment.
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TONYPANDY
Portable and fit-up theatres
Garrett’s Portable Theatre
The Portable theatre owned by Eliza Garrett played several seasons in Tonypany, notably over the winters of
1889-90 and again in 1891. On that latter occasion she had been guilty of staging an unauthorised production
of “The Silver King”, and had been obliged to withdraw the play from her repertoire. She placed an ad in The
Stage: “’Silver King’ – I acknowledge that the use of the above title by me was unauthorised and that the
proprietors thereof have remitted the penalties in consideration of my apologising for using the title; which I
hereby do.
Haggar’s Gaiety Theatre
In May 1893, while Fred Haggar’s Gaiety Theatre was performing in Tonypandy, Mrs Haggar gave birth to
their son.
Ted Ebley’s Olympic Theatre
Ebley’s Olympic played the summer season in 1894
Haggar’s Castle Theatre
The 1895 spring season was played by Haggar’s Castle Theatre. They had an outstanding success with the play
“The Blind Mother”. Will Haggar Junior was in charge of the Castle Theatre in 1901 when Queen Victoria
died. He was one of the few managers who paid full salary to his performers during the time the theatre was
closed for the funeral.

TOWN HALL / THEATRE ROYAL / ROYAL CINEMA
1892
1897
1898
1913
1919
1922
1959
1960s
1990s

Opened as the Town Hall Theatre
Renamed the Theatre Royal under new management
Remodelled and improved.
Renamed the Royal Cinema
Closed and left unused
Reopened under new ownership
Cinema use ceased.
Used as local authority offices
converted into shops and offices
The
first
of
Tonypandy’s main
theatre buildings in
De Winton Street,
this
chapel-like
venue opened in
1892 as the Town
Hall
Theatre,
sometimes referred
to as the Public Hall.
In February 1894 the
hall
presented
Charles Dornton’s
“Silver
King”
Company, and was
at pains to point out
this
was
an
“authorised”
production, unlike
the earlier one in
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Tonypandy, which had been subject to a copyright action.
The hall was taken over by the Arthur Carlton
Company on October 4th 1897 and managed by Carlton’s business partner, Sam Duckworth. It re-opened under a
new name, and its opening was a great success, in spite of opposition from the visiting Sanger’s Circus. That first
winter season was extremely popular, and in June 1898 the management decided to close for a few months and
invest a large amount in upgrading and improving the theatre.
“The back portion of the floor will be raised, the seating accommodation will be immensely improved
and the front part of the theatre will be provided with ‘tip-up’ plush chairs, thus ensuring comfort for
the patrons. The theatre will reopen August 1st. Another great improvement which will find favour with
the music-loving populace of Mid-Rhondda is the engagement of a professional band.”
It could now hold around 850 people, and visiting attractions over the next few
years included “The Belle of the West” by the Arizona Joe Company, a show
which included “the performance of Arizona Joe’s dogs and horses, whose
training reflects great credit upon their owner”; “The Prairie Flower”, which
included an onstage Mexican Brass Band; Poole’s Myriorama with a variety
supporting bill; Robertson’s Kentucky Minstrels; “The Three Musketeers”
and “The Poisoner of Milan”.
The new century started with the pantomime “Aladdin” with Syd Barnard as
Widow Twankey and later included “Briton and Boer” the “up-to-date AngloAfrican drama”. In February 1902 William Salmon, the musical director and
conductor of the Theatre Royal’s popular orchestra, collapsed in the pit during
a performance. He was carried out and died backstage. The audience was
informed at the end of the show, and left the theatre in great sadness.

Sixteen year old Charles Chaplin
as Billy the page-boy
in “Sherlock Holmes”

For three days in April 1905 the Charles Frohman Company presented the play
“Sherlock Holmes” with Charles Chaplin in the role of “Billy”. The local
press said “Mr Charles Chaplin as ‘Billy’ is distinctly good.” In 1907 the
manager, Mr Duckworth, advertised that he wished to buy or rent “good up-todate cinematograph equipment”, and what was an occasional novelty amongst
the live performances gradually took over. In July 1913 the Theatre Royal was
renamed the Royal Kinema. Two years later the eccentric spelling had
changed to Royal Cinema, and the manager was now listed as Arthur Knight.

The theatre closed at the end of the First World War and seems to have been
left empty and unused for a while. It had certainly reopened by 1922 under
new ownership, and seems to have reverted to cine-variety and frequently to all live-shows. Even after the
introduction of talking pictures the Royal Cinema would occasionally drop the film programme for a visiting stage
revue, and would normally promote live acts between the films. In the early 1930s these included El Granados,
“a real Mexican novelty act with tango dancing and fancy rope spinning, stock and snake whip manipulating”; and
a display by Wilfrid
Briton,
“the world’s
strongest youth”.
The Royal Cinema finally
closed in 1959, and the
building reverted to local
authority office use, and
was referred to, once
again, as the Town Hall.
In the 1990s a series of
shops were created on the
ground floor, with offices
above, and part of the
building was used as a
snooker club and
amusement arcade. The
building is still in
existence.
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HIPPODROME / PLAZA
1901
1905
1910
1910
1912
1939
1960
1969
1983
2002

Opened as Alexander’s Circus
Renamed the Hippodrome and used as a music hall
Closed.
New Hippodrome opened on adjacent site
Reconstructed as a cine-variety theatre
Renamed the Plaza Cinema
Closed and used for bingo
Reopened as a cinema
Finally closed and used exclusively for bingo
Closed

Alexander’s Circus was built in 1901 in Dunraven Street and
contained a performing arena, boxes, stalls and a promenade. In 1905
it was taken over by Arthur Carlton, who also owned Tonypandy’s
Theatre Royal and was renamed the Hippodrome. It seems Mr
Carlton’s intention was to use the Theatre Royal for visiting play
companies, and the Hippodrome for music hall and variety.
Five years later the Carlton Company came to some kind of agreement
with rival theatre-operator Will Stone and his general manager Mr E.
Harper. On June 11th 1910 Arthur Carlton closed his Hippodrome
and the building was left unused. On August 1st Will Stone’s brand
new Hippodrome opened on a site just 500 yards further along the
street. It was constructed behind a terrace of shops, with flats above,
and contained a fully equipped stage and a small fly tower.
Perhaps the closing of the old and opening of a new Hippodrome was
not an entirely amicable arrangement, or perhaps some dispute arose
just before the new building was ready. The local authorities initially
refused a full licence for the New Hippodrome because of objections
from the local Free Church Council, the Theatre Royal and the
Empire. Will Stone appealed against the decision, which restricted the
kind of shows he could stage and prevented him from operating a bar
on the premises, and by November he won his appeal and was granted
a full licence.
From 1912, following some additional improvements, the building was known as the New Hippodrome Cinema,
but the stage remained in occasional use for live shows, and was used by the Rhondda Amateur Operatic Society
for annual productions, notably the 1915 production of “Dorothy”. When sound was introduced in the 1930s the
venue was re-named New Hippodrome Cinema and around 1939 it was re-named Plaza Cinema, by which time it
was run by the Willis Cinema Circuit. Cinema use ended in 1960 when the building was used as a Bingo Club but,
when the town was left without a cinema due to the closure of the Picturedrome in 1969, the Willises decided to
re-open the Plaza and revert to full-time cinema use. The Plaza kept going until July 1982, then was re-opened in
February 1983 for a ‘trial period’ after concern that the town would be without a cinema. This didn’t work, and the
Plaza Cinema finally closed in June 1983. It was converted into a full time bingo club which continued until 2002.

EMPIRE
1909
1913
1929
1948
1958
1960
1963
1970s

Opened as the Empire Theatre of Varieties
Major improvements under new management
Converted for sound
Returned to mostly live theatre
Closed
Reopened
Used for bingo
Closed and demolished

The Empire Theatre of Varieties opened in Dunraven Street in 1909, and was a fully equipped variety theatre with
seating for around 1000 people. It was owned by the Tonypandy Theatre of Varieties Ltd. and was managed by
Walter Wright and Will Pearson. Its opening attractions included such performers as Harry Wilsdon, comedian,
Rich Taylor, whistling ventriloquist, the Lawrence Brothers, Scotch comedians and the Two Butterflies, gymnasts.
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In spite of such names (or because of such names?!) it did not get off to a successful start and very quickly
earned the reputation of a failure.
At the end of 1912 it was sold to a company headed by Sam Duckworth, and just a month or so later a local
journalist reported:
“A complete transformation has been effected in the Empire – it is almost incredible that the local
‘white elephant’, the Empire, should have been converted into such a brilliant success in the short space
of three weeks. Packed houses have been the order of the day for the plays ‘Leah Kleschna’ and
‘Apple of Eden’ and the H.L. Osmond pantomime company. Also packed houses for the Joseph O’Mara
opera company with ‘Maritana’, ‘Il Trovatore’, ‘Faust’, ‘La Traviata’, ‘Carmen’ , ‘Les Huguenots’ and
‘The Bohemian Girl’.
At the same time as this review appeared, Sam Duckworth himself placed as advert in The Stage which said:
Sam Duckworth is now the outright owner of the Empire. This beautifully equipped theatre cost
£16,000 and is up to date in every detail. Magnificent band of 10 musicians, complete staff before and
behind the curtain, and without doubt there is no other theatre in the Rhondda valley that can compare
with it for comfort, size, and the excellent business done since the new management took over.
(Companies playing Pentre or Porth need not apply).
The last sentence referred to a “tit-for-tat” dispute with the Poole Theatre Company whose theatres in Pentre
and Porth were operating a barring clause to any performers who also accepted bookings in Tonypandy.
Despite all the hype, Sam Duckworth remained in charge for less than eighteen months, and with effect from
June 29th 1914 the new lessee was William Elias Willis of the Grand Theatre, Pentre. (Mr Willis would later
take over the town’s Hippodrome/Plaza as well.) Following some building improvements, the Empire
reopened as part of the Willis Circuit on September 14th – shortly after the outbreak of the Great War.
The Empire ran as a cine-variety through the war years, but there appears to have been some problem at the
beginning of 1920. An official legal notice was placed in the trade newspapers stating “The Empire
Tonypandy has been sold and that all contracts or agreements entered into with William Elias Willis shall be
determined forthwith.” However, nothing more can be found in the records, and by the start of 1922 Mr
Willis’s name appears as the proprietor and manager of the Empire. The cine-variety programme continued up
to the advent of the Talkies, and through the 1930s and the years of the Second World War the Empire ran
chiefly as a cinema.
At the end of the war the Willis organisation experimented with the return of live theatre to both the Empire,
Tonypandy and the Grand Theatre in Swansea. Initially this was staging pantomime at both theatres and then
returning to films, and in January 1947 the Empire’s visiting production of “Aladdin” encouraged the
management to expand live shows over the next few years. Variety performers like the Morton Fraser
Harmonica Gang, the Amazing Kardoma (“He fills the stage with flags”), Ossie Morris, Gladys Morgan and
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the very young Benny Hill appeared in the twice-nightly shows at the
Empire. Pantomime remained an annual attraction – with especial success
for the Hylda Baker Company in the 1949 “Robin Hood”.
However, variety was dying. Like so many other venues, the Empire turned
more and more to the saucy and the shocking “nudie” shows – shows with
titles like “Beauté des femmes”; “Gay Girls of 1950”; “Vote for Venus” a show hosted by Terry Cantor, featuring the Venus Lovelies with an
audience vote for the most attractive of the girls; and a show entitled
“Nude, Neat and Naughty!”
In 1958 the Empire closed and remained unused. In June the following year
a newspaper reported:
“The Mid-Rhondda Chamber of Trade has discussed the closing of the
Empire, Tonypandy, which has been used as a theatre and a cinema. They
have decided to write to the owner, Captain W.E. Willis regretting the
closing of the Empire Theatre and asking if there was any way in which the
Chamber could be of assistance in getting it re-opened”

Benny Hill

There was an experimental reopening in January 1960 with the pantomime “Jack and the Beanstalk” with Duggie
Chapman and Ivor Owen – the first show to appear at the Empire after a two year closure, and a half-hearted return
to cinema use. In 1963 it was used exclusively as a bingo hall and remained as such until final closure and
demolition in the mid 1970s.
The site was used for a new Woolworth’s store, and is currently an Iceland supermarket.

JUDGE’S HALL
1909 Opened
1961 Converted as a bingo hall
The Judge Williams Memorial Hall in Bridge Street was
officially opened in 1909 by Queen Victoria’s daughter,
Princess Louise and the Duke of Argyll. It was built as
a cost of £6,000 and contained a very large concert hall
seating 1500, and when the seats were removed the hall
would serve as a magnificent dance hall. It had a small
stage and four dressing rooms, and, on the lower floor, a
second smaller hall, and a library, billiard room and
meeting rooms. Over the years it was used for a wide
range of events from dances and concerts, amateur
shows and boxing matches.
In 1961 the main hall underwent modification to adapt it for bingo, and, as a result, the seating capacity was
reduced to 1000. A series of alterations through the 1990s have reflected varying changes of use for parts of the
premises, including restaurant and bar facilities, and in 2006 the exterior underwent major renovation. It is
currently operated as the Tonypandy Top Ten Bingo.

Picturedrome
1913 Opened
1969 Closed and used as a store
1986 Demolished
The Picturedrome Cinema opened in 1914 on Pandy Fields. It was a 900 seat cine-variety originally owned by
Frank Ridge. In April 1915 a complimentary benefit show was staged in honour of Mr & Mrs Frank Ridge who
were leaving the district, though it seems they retained the ownership of the premises through the war years. The
Picturedrome was still offering cine-variety at the end of the 1920s, but seems to have been used almost exclusively
for film shows once sound equipment had been installed. It survived into the early 1960s, by which time it became
the only cinema operating in the town. It finally closed in 1969 and was used for storage. It was demolished in
early-1986.
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TONYREFAIL
His Majesty’s Theatre – Portable?
Between November 1910 and February 1911 a regular series of performances were given in Tonyrefail at a venue
advertised as His Majesty’s Theatre. The manager, John Soden, advertised for a full company, experienced in
stock theatre, and able to change shows nightly. The season seems to have ended in February when Clyde Miller
& Dolly Dene announced they would shortly be available following their season at Tonyrefail where he has played
Heavies, and she played juvenile leads, chambermaids and young boys. It is likely this would have been a portable
theatre.

PICTURE PALACE
1910 Opened
1913 Closed and later reopened under new management
1915? Closed?
An early cine-variety was in operation by the end of 1910, and in January 1911 the turns included Norell & Santoi ,
“30 minutes of mystery and mirth – a scream from start to finish” and Tom Jenkins, “Eccentric comedian, broken
Welsh patter- a huge success last week at Pitt’s Picturedrome, Llanbradach”.
In August 1913 an advert in The Stage “Wanted known: Tonyrefail Picture Palace re-opening. M. Davies”. There
is a suggestion that the Tonyrefail Picture Palace, and the Picture Palace in Porth were one and the same venue.
(See reference under Porth). The Tonyrefail Picture Palace was regularly advertised until April 1915, when the
top of the bill was Alexander Basant, “wooden shoe dancer”, and after that it seems to have closed, possibly
because of competition from the village’s other Picture Theatre.
Further information is needed.

PICTURE THEATRE / NEW CINEMA / SAVOY
1914
1930s
1940s
1969
2002
2013

Opened as the Picture Theatre
Renamed the New Cinema
Renamed the Savoy
Cinema closed and used for bingo
Closed and left empty
Plans to reopen as a community theatre

In 1914 the Picture Theatre opened in Collenna Road, offering around 600 seats and a small stage with a
proscenium opening of 18 ft. The theatre was leased to W.R. Thomas, who also ran the Empire, Llanbradach.
When sound equipment was installed in the early 1930s, the seating capacity was reduced to 560, and the venue
was renamed the New Cinema. It appears that the stage and proscenium were removed during this time. By 1944 it
had been re-named the Savoy Cinema and its seating was now reduced to 500. It remained in cinema use under its
new manager, a Mr Williams, until the end of the 1960s, finally closing as a cinema in 1969. It remained empty
for some time, and at the end of the 1960s the
cinema closed and the venue was used as a
Bingo hall until 2002, after which it closed and
was left unused.
In 2013 the unused cinema
was bought for £150,000 by Daniel Robertson
and Hayley Taylor, a couple formerly from
Southend-on-Sea, where they had run the New
Empire Theatre. Although the Savoy had been
empty for ten years the previous owner had
regularly refurbished it, and it was in good
structural and installation condition.
The new owners plan to replace the former
proscenium arch and stage, and reopen the venue
as a community theatre accommodating both
professional and amateur shows. The new
seating capacity is likely to be around 230.
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Meadow Vale Country Club
?
1982
1986
1990s

Opened
Closed and reopened after caution
Closed when licence refused
Converted into a Ten-Pin Bowling Alley

At the height of the Club boom in the early 1970s, the Meadow Vale
Country Club was one of the biggest in South Wales, and it was able
to attract some of the top names in show-business: in 1973 the
performers included Ryan and Ronnie, Frank Ifield, P.J. Proby,
Lionel Blair and Marty Wilde. In November 1974 the legendary
Billy Eckstine performed in Tonyrefail as part of his UK tour. The
second half of the Seventies saw such performers as Iris Williams,
Lonnie Donegan, The Barron Knights, The Drifters, Wee Willie
Harris, Alvin Stardust, Frankie Vaughan, Tommy Cooper and the
Nolan Sisters.
Tommy Cooper
Things went wrong from the early 1980s onwards: riotous behaviour,
under-age drinking and fighting led to the Club closing for a while in
1982. It reopened with strict conditions added to its licence, but the summer of 1986 saw regular disturbances,
the most serious being a fight involving 100 people in the car park. One man had to have 18 stitches in his
neck and £1500 damage was done to a coach. The Club closed, and despite the management appealing to the
Crown Court, its licence was revoked. It never reopened as club but was converted to Ten Pin Bowling by Ray
Long. It has changed hands several times since then, and is currently known as Rhondda Bowl
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TREDEGAR
Portable and fit-up theatres
A number of portables played at Tredegar between 1859 and 1866, but following the opening of the
Temperance Hall, the number of companies licensed to perform in the area was considerably reduced. In the
1880s the growing population led to increased demand, and the travelling companies gradually returned. Over
the next thirty years some of the principal visitors were:
Ebley’s Portable
which played the winter season from November 1883 to February 1884
Beale’s American Theatre
Miss Beale’s company played a short summer season in August 1884
Garrett’s Empire Theatre
Garrett’s Empire played a season in the Globe Grounds, starting in April 1888.
Haggar’s Gaiety Theatre
This opened in November 1891 with “The Sailor of Fortune” and played successfully through the winter
months
Orton’s American Pavilion
During the season which opened in August 1895 Mr Alf Orton staged a special benefit night for the “seven
pianists who are unfortunately thrown out of employment in consequence of the interference of the District
Council as to licensed victuallers using pianos and other means of entertainment without a music hall license.”
Haggar’s Castle Theatre
Will Haggar Jnr’s Castle Theatre played regular seasons from September 1897 through to August 1913.
Britannia Theatre
Mr Allen’s Britannia Theatre season opened in February 1898 with a production of “A Royal Divorce” with
Clarence Morgan as Napoleon and Bessie Miles as Josephine. His season introduced different guests artists
each week, and would sometimes include variety turns
in between his plays. Especially popular in Tredegar
were Saphreni, “the female impersonator”, and Miss
Ada Montrose, “soubrette”.
Johnson’s Victoria Theatre
Johnson’s Victoria Theatre was a frequent visitor in
the first decade of the century, with prolonged visits
starting in April 1906 and again in February 1910.
Further information is sought for two venues which
are both advertised in 1908 but little more is known. It
is possible these were portable venues, or perhaps
permanent buildings that failed or were later renamed:
Prince’s Theatre
In October 1908 a variety act known as Scott &
Murphy “Eccentrics and Dancers” advertised in The
Stage, referring to their “great success at the Prince’s,
Tredegar”.
So far nothing more has been discovered about this
venue.
Picturedrome
In December 1908 an advert is seeking a Bioscope
operator and “Wanted variety artists, all lines, lively
turns, January 4th onwards.
Apply Manager,
Picturedrome, Tredegar.” This wording implies the
opening of a new venue at the start of 1909.
Bessie Miles (?) as Josephine
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HIPPODROME
Between 1908 and 1910 there are several references to the Hippodrome, Tredegar: In October 1908 Stratton &
Wells, comedy artists advertised they were “going great guns at the Hippodrome Tredegar”, and a month later
The Three Nelsons reported excellent business. In September 1909 a Mr Morgan had been appointed as the
bioscope operator at the Hippodrome.
Thereafter there seem to be no references to a Hippodrome in the town until early 1924, when an
announcement is made that the Hippodrome will be reopening in March. (However, it is not clear if this means
the Hippodrome has been closed for many years, or that it has simply been closed for a short while for some
refurbishment.)
Between March and June there are regular advertisements for variety bills and touring revues, including “The
Great Handko & Master James, together with Charles Fall (the shrinkable comedian), Harland & Rollinson
(comedy musical act) Coyne (the neat and clever juggler) and full company”; a variety bill featuring Beatrice
Wynne and Molly Grey, scintillating soprano and dancing soubrette; and the full-length touring “Mrs ‘Arris in
Revue”. Then, once again, the Hippodrome disappears from the listings.
Further information is needed.

MARKET HALL / OLYMPIA
1860s?
1913
1977
1980s
?
2001

Built as the Market Hall
Redeveloped as the Olympia Cine-Variety
Cinema closed and used for bingo
Closed and left unused
Later used as a carpet showroom
Converted into a Wetherspoon pub

Possibly built as early as 1860, the Market Hall was being used for public entertainment by the early 1880s. In
April 1882 Maude Randford’s Dramatic Company performed a 14 week season of plays at the Olympic
Theatre (at the Market Hall). It was regularly used for touring companies, and for a wide range of public
events, including concerts, meetings, music hall performances and even boxing matches. In 1913 the fifty year
old building underwent major renovation, was renamed the Olympia Cine-Variety, and described itself as
“One of the best and most fully equipped theatres in South Wales, with a seating capacity of 1200. The
stage area was 38ft 6ins wide and 20ft deep with a flying height of 18ft and a fly tower.
In October 1914, just more than a year after reopening the following notice appeared in the trade newspapers:
“Owing to complete change of management, notice is given to all artists holding contracts signed by A.
Umfraville Morris that they must be submitted at once to be confirmed or otherwise, and unless this is
done before November 5, 1914,
they will be considered cancelled.
Signed W.H. Baker, Manager,
Olympia.”
It is not known what had caused this
change of management, nor whether it is
a misprint, or the old manager genuinely
had the glorious name of “Umfraville” !
It seems that the new manager, Mr
Baker, sought to stage mostly full-length
live performances, and only occasionally
was the Olympia used for film shows.
During the war years the Olympia
regularly staged revues and musicals;
from October 1917 ran a few months of
plays from the All British Repertory Co;
and in the early months of 1918 staged a
spectacular and successful pantomime,
“Jack and Jill”.
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In October 1919 the Olympia was
“available to let under tenancy or
offers invited for the remaining
portion of the lease, about 8
years” and shortly afterwards
seems to have changed policy and
was now predominantly moving
towards full time cinema use?
In the 1930s it underwent
considerable upgrading with the
introduction of sound equipment,
and was reconstructed as a
luxurious and attractive cinema.
During the 1940s the cinema was
acquired by the Jackson Withers
Circuit, and became one of their
most profitable venues.
The
Olympia outlived the other
cinemas in the town, operating
with a mix of films and bingo up
to 1976 when the building was taken over by the Rank Organisation. By 1977 the Olympia ceased showing
films and was re-branded as a Top Rank Bingo Club, but this was not a success and the venue closed in the
1980s and remained unused for some years. It was briefly reopened as a carpet warehouse, but closed again
until 2001 when it was taken over by the J.D. Wetherspoon chain, and reopened as a pub named The Olympia.

PALACE OF VARIETIES
1909?
1912?
1925
1960s?
2011

Opened as the Palace of Varieties
Renamed the Palace Cinema
Closed and converted into a doctor’s surgery
Used as a snooker club
Major renovation

The Palace of Varieties in Park Place opened at some point before 1909 and had renamed itself the Palace
Cinema by the start of the First World War. As a cine-variety the Palace featured live acts between the films,
and an especial favourite, re-engaged many times “by public demand” was the soubrette, Rene Ray, who was
billed as “That Dainty Girl”. The films included a whole series of Gaumont “topicals”, including “Battle of
the Sand Dunes” and “Italian Earthquake”, as well as the regular supply of feature films. The manager during
the war years was a Sam Walters.
In December 1918 a curious
advertisement offered the Tredegar
Palace “For Sale: the above
flourishing cinema, fully licensed,
premiere position, seating capacity
550.
Possession at expiry of
present lease, December 1920.
Arrangements may be made that
half purchase money remains on
mortgage.” It seems strange to
have been offering it for sale such
a long time in advance.
Possibly because it was some
distance out of the town centre and
faced serious competition from
better placed rivals, it appears no
one wanted to buy it, and it ceased
trading in the early 1920s. The
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building was taken over by the Tredegar Medical Aid Society in 1925 and converted into an early form of
medical centre. The original auditorium was used as the waiting room, with individual doctors' surgeries at the
stage and screen end, and the dispensary was situated in the raised area at the back of the auditorium, in what
had once been the projector room.
It remained in use as a medical facility for the next thirty years or so, during which time the name “Palace of
Varieties" was visible on the wall of the building. When the medical facilities were replaced (in the 1960s?) the
building was converted into a snooker club. It remains as the Tredegar Snooker Hall, having been taken over
in 2010 by twice-world-snooker-champion Mark Williams, who has undertaken considerable renovation and
redecoration since then.

TEMPERANCE HALL / WORKMEN’S HALL
1861
1909
1931
1936
1982
1995

Opened as the Temperance Hall
First film shows
Enlarged
Remodelled to include full-time cinema
Closed
Demolished

The Tredegar Workmen’s Hall, originally the Temperance Hall in Morgan Street, was funded through
subscriptions from local miners and other industrial workers, and opened in 1861. From the very beginning it
was used by travelling players, although such visitors were not always welcomed: the Merthyr Telegraph in
1864 carried an article stating:
“Our Temperance Hall, we are sorry to find, has often been converted into a theatre, especially of late.
Many are enquiring how this is to be accounted for. Such a use of the building is certainly altogether at
variance with the object its originators had in view. Is it not a fearful responsibility on whomsoever it
rests, to introduce a Theatre into our town, in which it was all but unknown before, and to permit the
use of our splendid Temperance Hall for such a purpose? Are theatrical representations, especially
such as we have in Tredegar, likely to elevate and promote the welfare of the people? What necessity is
there for either play houses or public drinking assemblies? Why not have a Working Man's Club? Why
not have penny lectures delivered?”
Swiftly came a reply in the next edition, pointing out that playgoing “kept many a man from the alehouse” and
“however degrading it was to the noble Temperance Hall to turn it into a playhouse, the £11 5s which was paid
for its use by the said players, was no disgrace to the persons who received it” and that the plays “were
regularly patronised by people of the highest respectability such as the Rt. Hon. Lady Langdale, a noble lady of
the highest order of morality and of such men as the Rev. Mr. Banks”.
Fortunately, J. Whitehead Company’s performances of “The Lady of Lyons” and “The Corsican Brothers”,
followed by Moreland’s “Macbeth” and “Othello” in 1865 brought an end to the controversy, when the
newspaper reported:
“There has never been a
greater theatrical treat for
the people of Tredegar,
there being a total absence
of vulgarity. The Queen's
English is properly spoken,
and not murdered as we
have it, too often, by the
nomadic Thespians. ”
However, the artistic standards of
the incoming productions varied
enormously: Horace Butler's
company in 1866 was acclaimed
and for its performance of “Jack
Sheppard”
“the house was
crammed and two hundred people
were turned away”. When they
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returned the following year their shows were very poorly
attended because “theatrical business in Tredegar has been
entirely ruined by one or two duffing troupes”.
Shortly after the start of the new century the hall was
occasionally used for early film shows, and by 1909 had
been granted a full cinematograph licence by the local
authority. It was still, however, primarily a live theatre,
and regarded the new-fangled film shows as passing
novelties. As late as 1919, at the end of the Great War,
the manager, Reginald J. Parsons thought fit to place the
following notice in The Stage:
“Will companies please note that this is the oldest-established hall in Tredegar, and the only drama
house under experienced management in the town. We shall still keep the flag flying on honourable
grounds. Now in full tide of success, independent of all opposition. Big business last week in spite of
‘Seven Days Leave’ playing in opposition cinema.”
However, by 1922 business had collapsed, not helped by industrial unrest throughout the South Wales Valleys.
The Temperance Hall management decided to seek a new tenant, and advertised the premises as a “Cinema and
Theatre to lease immediately”.
In 1931, seventy years after opening, the hall was enlarged when snooker rooms, a bar and a dance hall were
added, and the old name was replaced with the title “Workmen’s Hall”. Five years later, the main hall was
remodelled with latest film equipment and an upgraded and modernised large stage suitable for live shows, lectures
and political meetings. The seating capacity of 800 was made up of 500 in the stalls and 300 in the circle, and
additional facilities were provided in a luxurious art-deco style foyer.
Although it would occasionally feature socialist and communist propaganda films, it was now mostly used as a
commercial cinema in direct competition with the town’s rival Olympia. The screen could be raised to allow full
use of the stage for live shows, and the hall occasionally welcomed such artists as Gracie Fields, Max Wall and
many Welsh and International choirs and opera singers. The auditorium also provided a much used venue for
political meetings and conferences, with speakers including Aneurin Bevan, Michael Foot and Neil Kinnock. (At
the same time local World Champions of snooker, Ray
Reardon and Cliff Wilson crafted their championship skills
in the hall’s snooker rooms.)
Following the decline of industry in the valleys, the regular
financial contributions from the workforce dwindled and it
became impossible to continue financing the Workmen’s
Hall in this manner. The Hall closed in 1981 and was sold
to a local business group who operated it as a commercial
concern until a heavy storm in 1990 destroyed a section of
the roof. The owners decided it was too expensive to
replace the roof, and the business closed. In 1995 the
derelict building was demolished and the site used as a
temporary car park.

QUEEN’S CINEMA
1910
1937
1938
1940
1946
1980s
2000

Opened
Closed as a cinema
Used for roller-skating and boxing matches
Requisitioned for wartime use
Reopened as the Queen’s Ballroom
Used as a nightclub
Used as a health club and gymnasium

The Queen’s Cinema, at the junction of Queen Victoria and Castle Street was open by 1910 and thought to be the
first purpose-built cinema in the town. It had a seating capacity of around 400 on one flat level. The external
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design was i mpressive, but
internally, the flat floor auditorium
proved to be a great disadvantage:
despite the screen positioned high on
the wall, the venue offered poor
sightlines. As a result the Queen’s
always struggled to attract audiences,
especially when rival cinemas could
offer better viewing. It closed in
1937 and was briefly used for rollerskating and the occasional boxing
match until it was requisitioned in
1940 and used by Civil Defence and
Air Raid Precaution units.
In 1946 it was leased to local
businessman Hubert Johns who renovated and re-opened it as the Queen's Ballroom – economically possible
because of the flat floor - and it was very successful for many years. It occasionally returned to roller-skating
provision in its dance hall years, but closed in the 1980s and was used as a nightclub. The nightclub use was
troubled, with occasional police raids and allegations of drug dealing and under-age drinking. Following
further closure in the 1990s, it reopened as a health club and gymnasium.

LITTLE THEATRE
1962 Opened in a converted pub
1996 Major internal renovation
2010 Major external renovation
The Tredegar Thespian Players, founded in 1945, were an amateur theatre company in search of a permanent
home more suitable to their needs than the occasional rental of the Workmen’s Hall. In 1956 they raised
enough money to buy a derelict pub
in Coronation Street, and spent the
next six years raising money to
renovate and equip the building for
use as a theatre. They achieved this
by 1962 and opened the Tredegar
Little Theatre on October 30th.
In 1996 the company received an Arts
Council of Wales grant which
enabled them to carry out a major
internal renovation, with new seats,
new electrical controls and better
disabled access, and a further grant in
2010 has enabled the building to be
fitted with a new roof and external
repairs and redecoration.
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TREFOREST
New Cecil Cinema
1915 Open by now
1971 Cinema use ceased and used
as a bingo hall
1980s Used as a snooker hall
2008 Converted as the Kiss Shot
Sports Bar
In 1915 the New Cecil Cinema was
advertising for a doorman and billposter,
though it is thought the business was in
operation a few years earlier than that. By
the time sound equipment had been
installed in the 1930s the seating capacity
was said to be 566. It operated as a cinema
until the early 1970s, at which point it
became the New Cecil Bingo Club.
When bingo use ceased the premises were
used as Mr Snooker’s Club, and,
fortunately, in February 2001 the building
received a Grade II Listing. Since 2008 the
building has been the Kiss Shot Sports Bar.
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TREHARRIS
Some portable and fit-up theatres
Stanton’s Gaiety Theatre
Mr Stanton’s Gaiety Theatre, a wooden portable, played a season at Treharris in February 1885
Annie Anderson’s Theatre
This was a profit-share portable playing Treharris in April 1885
Prince of Wales Portable
May 1887 season in Treharris
Sam Noakes’ Portable
1894 May
Ebley’s Theatre
1898 Feb

WORKMEN’S HALL / PALACE CINEMA
1893
1911
1913
1963
1990s

Opened
Renamed the Palace
Re-seated and renovated
CinemaScope installed
Demolished

The Workmen’s Hall and Institute in Treharris was funded by subscriptions from the local miners, a fundraising appeal in the local community, and a considerable donation from F.W.Harris of the Navigation Steam
Coal Company. It cost around £2,500 to build, and contained a library, reading rooms, committee rooms and a
very large hall with a stage 28ft wide and 20ft deep and three dressing rooms. The hall could hold up to 1000
people. The building also included two ground-floor commercial units either side of the main entrance – in the
1920s these were a grocery store and a branch of Barclay’s
Bank – and the rents from these would supplement the
income of the Institute itself.
The hall opened on Whit Monday, May 22nd 1893 under the
management of the Institute’s secretary, Cuthbert Thomas. It
was an immediate success. A highlight of the opening year
was a visit from Madame Clara Novello Davies and her
Welsh Ladies Choir who gave two evening concerts to
crowded audiences. “The singing of Miss May John was
greeted with rounds of applause. Miss Bessie Evans was
also well received.” Other successes between then and the
end of the century included touring productions of “The
Shop Girl”, “The Sorrows of Satan” and “Two Little
Vagabonds”, as well as attractions like the Royal Gipsy
Children and Poole’s Myriorama with a variety bill including
the Cliften Brothers in their “Dutchman’s Carnival of Fun”
and the acrobats, The Three Bells. The biggest selling
attraction of 1899 was the touring production of “The
Geisha”.
In May 1910 the hall advertised for an outside tenant to take
over for any term between 1 and 10 years, and pointed out
that the deal would include an adjacent piece of land suitable
for a skating rink or other purposes. The new lessees were a
consortium headed by Albany Ward and Edward Morris,
with their local manager, Arthur Sheldrake. They renamed
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the building the Palace, and
began a series of picture shows
with live acts in between – the
performers being booked to
play “split weeks” at other
Albany Ward premises. At the
time the Palace had a seating
capacity of around 700.
The mix of cine-variety
continued: in August 1913 the
film “Les Miserables” was
shown, with Elsie Fane,
comedienne and vocalist,
performing between reels. A
newspaper report in 1916
stated: “The audience here
continue to be large despite
taxation and daylight saving.
Lieut. Chard’s Ten Military
Athletic Dogs provide an
agreeable interlude in a strong
programme of films.”
In 1924 Albany Ward Theatres merged with Provincial Kinematograph Theatre Ltd and gradually the variety
side of the business fell away, leaving films only – although the Palace would occasionally be used for local
amateur productions and regular visits from the Treharris Amateur Operatic Society as well as a much
anticipated annual Christmas pantomime.
In January 1939 sixteen girl dancers were left stranded during the second week of their pantomime
engagement. Evidence was given in Merthyr Police Court by Gertrude Drake of Thornton Heath who said she
had made an arrangement with Neil Waring of Orpington Kent in which she was to supply him with sixteen
dancers for a sum of £40 per week. The wages were to be paid to the girls by her daughter, who was in charge
of them. They had opened the pantomime engagement with one week at Abertillery, after which they were to
play a fortnight at Treharris. At the end of the Abertillery week Neil Waring paid £24 instead of £40 and said
he had a cheque but could not cash it and would pay her on the Monday in Treharris.
But he did not turn up, and at the end of the first week in Treharris the local manager allowed them to have the
gross takings of the Saturday performances because they had no money and could not pay their landladies.
Waring sent a telegram saying he would arrive in Treharris with all the money on the following Tuesday, but
did not appear. Eventually the girls were sent back to London by an excursion train. The defendant did not
appear in court, saying he could not afford the fare to Merthyr. He pointed out that his financial backing had
failed and he promised to pay the dancers in full when he got a job.
The Magistrate said this was a most despicable case and Waring’s behaviour throughout showed he was a man
of fraudulent nature. He was sentenced to three months imprisonment with hard labour and his license as a
theatrical employer declared forfeit.
By 1963 CinemaScope had been installed. The Palace Cinema was still open at the end of the 1960s, and
closed at some point in the 1970s. It was used as a Bingo hall, snooker club and even as an indoor market (for
one week), but gradually fell into disrepair. During the 1990s the site was acquired by the Merthyr Tydfil
Housing Association who planned to replace the cinema with a block of flats. There was a local campaign to
save the building, but this never happened and the Palace was demolished in January 2000. The site has
remained undeveloped.
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TREHERBERT
PUBLIC HALL / OPERA HOUSE
1872
1902
1912
1929
1934

Opened as the Public Hall
Major upgrading and renamed Treherbert Opera House
Remodelled as a cine-variety
Upgraded for sound
Destroyed by fire

The Treherbert Public Hall
was built in 1872 with a
seating capacity of 1,000. It
had cost £2,500, money
raised by local fund-raising,
especially by concerts at the
local chapels.
In its first
years it was only
occasionally used for stage
shows, although it was
equipped with excellent
facilities, and during these
early years most of the
theatre productions still took
place in visiting portable
theatres.
However, from
1890 onwards the Hall was
in regular use for touring
The Treherbert Opera House in Station Street
companies,
usually
performing for three nights, and often with two separate companies playing in one week. In November 1890 a
company including Mr & Mrs Sidney Halling and Little Daisy appeared three nights running with a different
play each night: “In the Ranks”, “Harbour Lights” and “Union Jack”. Other three-night productions included
“The Stowaway” , “The Redemption”, and Maggie Morton’s Company in “The White Star”. By 1893 the
manager, James Gunn, was regularly advertising for companies on sharing terms, and able to offer split weeks
with his other venue, the Drill Hall in Pentre.
In the summer of 1902 the Public Hall was leased to a new management, and a newspaper advertisement
announced:
“The Public Hall Treherbert will be reopened about the second week in August by Messrs Poole
Brothers who at present are expending considerable sums in renovating and decorating the building. In
its improved condition and under the new management it is expected that the hall will prove a
considerable attraction to the people of Rhondda.”
The grand opening on Monday October 6th 1902 featured the Ben Greet No. 1 Touring Company in “The Belle
of New York” in what was now renamed the Treherbert Opera House. It was described as “ …a fine stone
building, with a large stage, seven dressing rooms, and pit, circle and gallery. Scenery can be flied (sic). The
whole building heated by hot water.” James Gunn remained as the resident manager, now working with new
employers.
The Opera House presented a wide range of shows: shortly after opening it staged a “Stars of the Night”
variety show which featured Mdlle. Walla Sanger “kaleidoscopic dancer” with the Black Apollo, and Nellie
Sunderland, “lady conjurer” and, top of the bill Hugh Dempsey “in his top-boot” dance. The evening’s
entertainment included the prize fight between Fitzsimmons and Jeffries “reproduced by the cinematograph.”
In April 1905 the Charles Frohman production of “Sherlock Holmes” played the theatre, with Master Charles
Chaplin as Billy. Later that year an advert appeared in the trade newspapers offering the Opera House for sale
– this was due to the breakup in the partnership of the Poole Brothers - and the theatre was described as a:
“Large stone structure, close to railway station. Shops bring in £33 yearly; Large store under worth
£20 yearly; easily let. Large growing population. New pits sunk, coal found, expected to start shortly.
Lease 22 years.”
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One Poole brother bought out the other,
and business continued as usual, with
attractions such as the F.B.Woulfe
Repertory Company in “Nell Gwynne”,
“Jane Shore” and “Lady Godiva”; the
Frank Benson Shakespeare Company
making annual visits; and occasional
charity shows such as the 1905 Christmas
Day matinee performance of “The Love
that Women Desire” with the entire
proceeds donated to the Porth Cottage
Hospital.
In 1912 the Poole Company carried out
further alterations which enabled the
Opera House to be used primarily for film
shows, although it still welcomed stage shows. Soon after reopening the Opera House hosted the Treherbert
Operatic Society’s production of “HMS Pinafore”. Early in 1914 crowds flocked to see the film depicting the
loss of the Titanic.
At some point after the First World War Mr Poole acquired the lease on the town’s other cinema, the Picture
Palace, and, although both venues were upgraded for sound films, from the early 1930s onwards the Opera
House once more concentrated on live performances, advertising for touring “revues, variety shows etc. booked
in conjunction with the Coliseum Caerau and Empire Aberdare.”
In 1934 the Opera House burnt down in an overnight fire. Local rumour suggested this was as a result of arson,
and the theatre was deliberately set ablaze so that a fight between two local husbands didn't take place. One of
the wives feared her husband would be killed by the other. So, under the cover of darkness she got into the
Opera House and set the place on fire.

GAIETY THEATRE/ Gaiety Cinema
1912? Opened as the Gaiety Theatre
1970 Closed and demolished
The Gaiety Cinema opened in Bute Street with around 575 seats, and contained a small stage that was 26ft
wide and 15ft deep, with just one dressing room. The Saturday morning film shows for children were known
locally as the “Penny Rush”.
The stage was regularly used for concerts as late as the 1950s, when it hosted the Treorchy Male Choir. The
cinema finally closed in 1970 and was replaced with a “Spar” supermarket.
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PALACE OF VARIETIES / Picture Palace
?
1910
1930
1971

Opened
In use as a cinema
Major reconstruction and enlargement
Closed

The Palace of Varieties in The Square,
Treherbert opened as a music hall and
variety theatre in the early years of the 20th
Century, and was in regular use as a cinevariety by 1910.
A typical evening’s
programme in 1911 included “Bugler Carr,
Chard’s Dogs and Wee Winnie with the
latest films”.
At some point, possibly just after the First
World War, the Palace was taken over by
the Poole Organisation and in 1930 the
building underwent major renovation and
enlargement, opening in October as a luxury
cinema, seating 750 . Cinema use ceased in
1971.
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TREORCHY
Portables and Fit-Up Theatres
Orton’s New American Pavilion
Mrs Orton’s portable played a summer season from August 1890.
Haggar’ Castle Theatre
Haggar’s Castler Theatre played the summer season from July 1893.
Noakes’ Gaiety Theatre
An advertisement in The Stage in November 1893 states that the manager of the Gaiety Theatre, Treorchy
wishes to buy certain costume items, especially a clown’s suit. This would have been the portable operated by
Sam Noakes, although there are no other details of this Treorchy season.
.
John Allen’s Portable Theatre
Allen’s Theatre played winter seasons in Treorchy starting in December 1896 and again in 1899
Picturedrome
In May 1911 May George & Nellie Kelly, “the great comedy act” advertise their forthcoming appearance at the
Picturedrome, Treorchy. It is not known where or what this venue might have been.

PARC AND DARE THEATRE
1913
1963
1975
1980
2003
2010

Opened as the Parc and Dare Theatre
Cinema use ended
Closed and taken over by the local authority
Reopened as a cinema and theatre
Major internal renovation and re-seating
Stage area enlarged and new fly-tower added

The Parc and Dare Hall was built in 1892 as a working men's library and institute, funded by contributions
from the wages of local miners. The main hall was occasionally used for variety shows and early film shows,
and by 1911 the “Workmen’s Hall” inside the venue was frequently used for live shows and the occasional
visiting play such as Davies and Udall in the comedy “The Grumbler”.
The demand for live shows was such that in 1913 a large 1200-seat theatre was added, with a splendid
Edwardian auditorium, located on the first floor, with stalls and two balconies, and an elaborate proscenium
arch. A suite of dressing rooms was provided in part of the adjacent original building. The theatre was
intended for regular variety shows and visiting plays. However, the intervention of the Great War meant that
film shows gradually came to predominate. In 1930 the Hall was equipped for “talkies”, and gradually the Parc
and Dare operated as a full-time
cinema.
By 1937 it was operating as a full
time cinema, which continued into
the early 1960s, at which point
cinema shows ended. In 1975, the
theatre was in such a state of
disrepair that its closure was
inevitable. The Parc & Dare
Workmen's Institute Committee,
faced with enormous restoration
costs, donated the building to the
then Rhondda Borough Council.
By 1980 it had re-opened as a
cinema, with 960 seats and
occasional stage shows.
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Following a major
renovation programme
the theatre was once
more available for
local
amateur
productio ns,
professional touring
shows and one-night
concerts
from
performers such as
Max Boyce and Ken
Dodd.
Subsequent work on
the building has
created a large dance
studio in the original
building, a foyer at
ground level, and new flying facilities. With a Grade II listing, this is one of the more important of the South
Wales entertainment venues. Serious budget cuts in 2014 are likely to have a considerable affect on the future
of the Parc and Dare.

ABERGORKY HALL
1916
1960s
1970s
1990s

Opened
Chiefly used for bingo
Closed as a cinema-bingo venue
Major renovation and redevelopment as a community centre.

The Abergorky Hall was built as a Miners’ Welfare Hall in Bute Street, Abergorky, and opened in January
1916 funded, as usual in the valleys, through the “penny levy” on local miners’ wages. It opened with a cinevariety stage, dance hall, billiard hall and library facilities. The opening weeks were variety and music hall
bills, with no film shows. The manager was Reg Mothersill, who had moved from the Pavilion. Within a few
weeks of opening the Hall was advertising for a pianist to accompany the films, and, was also advertising for a
new manager!
Through the 1920s the Abergorky Hall continued with a mix of films and variety shows and most years would
present a pantomime – the “Dick Whittington” of 1928 was especially successful – and by the 1930s it was
operating as a full-time 600 seat cinema as part of the W. E. Willis circuit. (It did, however, continue to present
the occasional live show, one of the last of which was in 1936 when Walker & Bracegirdle gave a concert of
“vocal gems and absurdities”.
When cinema attendances declined in
the early 1960s the Hall was used partly
for bingo and films, and then from the
mid-Sixties onwards mostly as a bingo
hall. When cinema and bingo use
ceased in the 1970s the premises were
used for various business and
community purposes, and in 1986 an
application was made to replace the
building with a warehouse and shops.
This was refused by the planning
authorities, who supported a local
scheme for development of the hall into
a community centre. Following much
renovation over the years, the
Abergorky Community Hall Ltd is now
run the premises as a community arts
and social centre.
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PAVILION
1911 Opened
?
Demolished
The Treorchy Pavilion opened in Station Road in the summer of 1911, and was designed as a cine-variety
theatre with a seating capacity of around 700. The first manager was Walter E. Dovey who established a policy
of a twice-weekly change of film shows supported by good quality variety acts. Within three months the
Pavilion was taken over by the Jones Brothers, who appointed their own manager, Reg Mothersill, and began to
establish the Pavilion as the town’s leading theatre. In the
years leading up to the First World War the Pavilion
hosted such performers as Williams & Hayes in “The
Prima Donna and the Tramp”; and Stiffello, vocalist and
operatic whistler with the Bristow Brothers; the comedian
Jack Norman; and the singer Hal Croucete, whose song
“The Blaina Collier” was a great success. Other variety
turns in this period included Signor Rubinoff, the Russian
baritone, Rex Fox “whose smart ventriloquial act on the
high swinging wire scores a distinct success”, and Tom
and Kitty Major . The most popular films of this period
was “Martin Luther” an historical picture in 18 scenes.
The early War years included “Wondrous feats of dash
and dexterity performed by Zakaree Ermmakov, a stalwart
Cossack in picturesque uniform who served 20 years in
the Russian Army” and The Scholeys (George and Tom)
in their sketch “Winning a Wager”, with popular revues
like the 1915 “Ragtime Girl Revue”.
But by March 1917 things had gone wrong: the bailiffs
had taken over “under distraint of rent” and were selling
off a number of films including “A Woman Without a
Soul” and “A Child’s Influence”. A series of short-term
managements took over, attempting a repertory season,
and various other attractions, but gradually the Pavilion
settled down to its role as a full-time cinema.
Further information is needed to record the eventual
closure and demolition of the Pavilion.

NEW THEATRE
In the summer of 1928 the comedy revue “Keep Your Dole” was advertised as taking place at the New Theatre,
Treorchy, and further productions took place that year at the New Theatre, Abergorky. In July 1933 “Dr
Raymond’s Super Road Show” was staged at the Treorchy Theatre. It is not clear whether these productions
took place at the Parc and Dare, the Abergorky Hall, or, possibly the Pavilion. It seems that one of these
venues may have undergone some renovation towards the end of the 1920s and was re-branding itself as a
“new” theatre.
Further information is needed.
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TROEDYRHIW
Portable and Fit-Up Theatres
Noakes’ Gaiety Theatre
In July 1894 Sam Noakes’ Gaiety Theatre played a season at Troedyrhiw. The following month a notice
appeared in The Stage: “Will Ladie Verona, nee Mrs Philips, communicate at once with Mrs Noakes, Gaiety
Theatre, Troedtrhiw, South Wales, concerning her daughter Veronica”. – Nothing more is known of this
mystery – for good or for bad!
Haggar’s Cinema Theatre
In February 1910 Walter Haggar’s Cinema Theatre played a short season of Bioscope Exhibitions with
supporting variety acts in Troedyrhiw, before moving on in mid-March to Mountain Ash.

PICTURE PALACE
1910 Opened
1961 Closed? (See note below)
The Picture Palace in Bridge Street was open by 1910, when it is listed in Kelly’s Directory. It had a 22ft wide
proscenium and functioned in its early days as a cine-variety. Its owner was Harry Lucas. Early on it claimed
to have 500 seats, though this was later reduced to 450 when the cinema was upgraded for sound and given
new seating.
In November 1911 T.E. Johnstone, “the popular character vocalist” placed an advert thanking the management
of the Picture Palace for his most successful engagement. In January 1917 the Grovesend Steel Works hired
the Palace for a special Saturday evening concert given by the visiting Fforestfach Male Voice Party. The
concert was to raise funds for local man David Lloyd who had been seriously disabled through a wound
received at the front. The concert raised £100 which was presented onstage to Mr Lloyd.
In the mid 1930s the Troedyrhiw Welsh Orpheus Gleemen gave some preliminary concerts at the Palace before
moving on to tour other theatres throughout the country. In 1943 the Rock Theatre Company, with the support
of CEMA (the Government funded Council for the Encouragement of Music and the Arts) , toured the Welsh
valleys with a play called “Case 27 VC” and performed onstage at the Palace.
The cinema apparently closed in July 1961 when the Harry Lucas sought voluntary liquidation and dissolved
the
company.
However, a onetime
local
resident,
Mr
Norman,
states
that his father,
Glyndwr,
a
coalminer, worked
as the Palace
projectionist up to
1966 – suggesting
that the Palace
remained
open
under some new
arrangement
at
least until that
later date.

Tumble
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TUMBLE
TIVOLI
1912
1915

Opened
No further information

By the end of 1912 the Tivoli was in full swing as a music hall and variety theatre and through the following
year had great success, packing the house week after week with a wide range of attractions. This was by no
measure a “grand” venue: the acts were on the cheaper end of the market, mostly on box-office shares. When
the manager, Laurie Nuttall, placed an advert in the Stage seeking acts for the Tivoli, he added “Those with
talent and drawing powers can make money; but those with swollen heads and no talent cannot. This is not a
Cinema-de-Luxe, but a Cinema-de-Mux, where patrons do not wear evening dress, but will pay for the goods.”
Among the acts performing in the two years leading to the War were Knoto, “London’s celebrated Cat and
Assistant in Novelty Act ‘Pussy at Home’ ”; the comedy duo Ediss & Belle; Yank and Yid, “American
comedy entertainers in their screaming double act ‘The American and Jew’ ”; and Mdlle Sylvesto, “Society
contortionist with hoops and barrel”.
There is no reference to films in any of these earlier performances, but in August 1913 Mr Nuttall is advertising
for a “second hand bioscope” and thereafter it seems that film shows were a regular part of the programme.
This was a small hall with a small stage, and in April 1914 Wills & Warlock, who had billed their act as
“Tumbling at Tumble” later complained that the stage was too small for them to properly perform their
acrobatic act. It has not been possible to trace any activity at the Tivoli from early 1915 onwards. Perhaps the
venue closed down at this time?
Further information is needed.

PUBLIC HALL & INSTITUTE
1920 Opened
1977 Closed
?
Renovated and reopened as a community hall
Opened early in 1920 in the main street, this was the headquarters of the Tumble Welfare Association and was
funded by miners' salary deductions and a grant from the owners of the nearby Great Mountain Colliery. The
building consisted of a hall used for live shows and cinema, with ancillary meeting and reading rooms, and an
outside sports area. It presented live shows from the outset, and in April 1920 the touring sketch “The Mormon
and the Maid” was performed alongside some films.
It survived through the 1930s and the Second World War years but by the end of the 1960s was in financial
difficulty. Gradually the premises became
very down-at-heel, and closed in 1977 due
to lack of support. The Welfare
Association was dissolved the following
year and the building was donated to
Llannon Community Council
for
community use.
Following renovation the Hall is now a
multi-purpose building that plays host to a
wide range of functions and occasions,
from weddings, parties, concerts,
conferences, dancing lessons, exercise
classes and more. It is also home to the
Tumble Public Library.

Tylorstown
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TYLORSTOWN
COLISEUM
?
?

Opened
Closed

The Tylorstown Coliseum was operating as a cine-variety in the 1920s and 1930s, and is listed as having 540
seats. Variety acts known to have played alongside the film shows in the silent era include the Mystic Saxbys,
and as late as 1933 the cinema was presenting Hugo the Great, “Mind Reader and Second Sight”, as the main
attraction of its cinema show. The cinema closed in September 1939 and, so far, nothing has been discovered
of any later activity. (In the 1950s onwards there was a “Colliseum (sic) Garage” in the village, which was
later demolished and the site re-developed. )
Further information is needed.

WELFARE HALL & INSTITUTE
1933
1973
1980s
1998

Opened
Cinema use ceased
Major renovation and restoration
Reopened for community activities

The Welfare Hall in East Road opened in 1933,
funded from weekly deductions from local miners’
wages, and by local fund-raising. It was equipped
with a stage and a flat floor auditorium and small
balcony and three dressing rooms. In spite of the flat
floor,
fixed-seating was installed from the
beginning, and effectively the hall was used as the
local cinema, with a seating capacity of 600. It did
stage the occasional stage show.
In the mid 1980s, thanks to a large grant, the
building underwent a major renovation, with a new
roof, an external facelift, and an internal refit –
removing the fixed seating from the stalls area to
create a more flexible usage of the space. The
seating capacity now became 200 on removable
seats downstairs plus 200 in the balcony. Further
building work over the years has improved fire
escape access.
In 1997 the building received a Grade II Listing.

Whitchurch
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WHITCHURCH

WHITE PALACE / RIALTO
1914
1930s
1959
1960s
?

Opened as the White Palace
Renamed the Rialto
Closed
Used for bingo
Closed, demolished

The White Palace opened in Old church Road in 1914, and
contained around 500 seats in a large, single-floor shed-like
building. It was renamed the Rialto in the 1930s when it
was acquired by the Willis family and upgraded for sound.
It closed in June 1959 and remained empty for a while until
the change in the gambling laws at the start of the 1960s
enabled it to reopen as a Bingo Club.
At some later date Bingo proved to be unprofitable, and the building was rented for use as a horticultural
warehouse. It was later demolished and replaced with housing known as Rialto Court.

Ynyshir
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YNYSHIR
WORKMEN’S HALL & INSTITUTE / MINERS’ HALL
1905
1930
1959
2006

Opened
Redesigned as a cinema
Damaged by fire and closed
Demolished and replaced with medical centre

The Ynyshir Miners' Institute opened in 1905 with a large hall equipped with a stage and two dressing rooms.
The building also contained a library, reading room, committee rooms, billiard room and a gymnasium. By
1910 the hall was being used as a cine-variety, and in October that year a newspaper report stated: “George
Grenville, the splendid turn comedian, is a big success this week with the National Bioscope Co at the Public
Hall, Ynyshir.”
In 1914 the Hall was under new management and in regular use as a cinema with variety turns in between. A
highlight of that summer was a wrestling match between Zigomar and Nick Carter shown alongside a series of
other films. The outbreak of the Great War led to the following advertisement being placed in The Stage:
“Workman’s Hall, Ynyshir: All artists holding contracts for the above kindly note that the same are
cancelled owing to the present crisis, or artists must accept the pro-rata terms. Please communicate
your acceptance or otherwise. (Signed) H. Blanche Lennox, Manager.”
The hall continued to present variety turns ,
films and stage revues through the war years
and into the 1920s, and at the start of the
next decade the main hall was remodelled to
accommodate talking pictures.
In 1959, during the showing of the film “The
Flaming Arrow”, a fire broke out. The
building was evacuated, but the fire caused
serious damage and the venue was closed.
It remained derelict until 2006 when it was
demolished to make way for a new medical
hall.

POOLE’S PALACE
1910 Opened
?
Closed
The Palace, Ynyshir, was another in the growing chain of cine-variety theatres operated by the Poole Brothers.
In order to deal with the competition from the rival Workmen’s Hall, the Palace emphasised the superiority of
its variety turns, offering performers such as St Malo & Coombs with their repertoire of comedy sketches and
Baby Myrtle on the same bill as Judge’s Cockatoos. A newspaper review in April 1911 congratulated the local
manager, Mr Fred Terry, and commented: “This excellent and well conducted hall is one of the successes of
the valleys. The holiday attractions here include the Prince Milner Trio in their successful and humorous
potpourri act; Wee Winnie, juvenile vocalist and dancer; and Hector, in a performance upon the silver thread.
An excellent series of pictures is also shown.”
In April 1913 the People’s Palace pioneered a new approach and became one of the first cinemas in the area to
play continuous performances instead of twice nightly. This meant the programme was made up entirely of
film shows with no variety turns. By the end of the year this policy was reversed, and from November into the
New Year the Palace offered a short season of repertory plays, with no films.
Around this time the Poole Brothers seem to have had a falling-out, and their partnership was ended with all
their venues being offered for sale. The elder brother bought several of them in his own right, but it is not
known what happened at Ynhyshir. It seems to disappear from the listings and either closed, or perhaps
changed its name and ownership?
Further information is needed.

Ynysybwl

YNYSYBWL

Portables and fit-up theatres
Sam Noakes’ Portable
Sam Noakes played a short winter season in Ynysybwl in November 1894.

WORKMEN’S HALL
?

Opened

The Workmen’s Hall was funded by workers and
management at the Lady Windsor Colliery, and
was equipped with a stage that was 40ft wide and
16ft deep. It originally claimed to seat over 500,
but this was reduced to 465 when upgraded cinema
equipment was installed in the 1930s. The cinema
was known to be open in 1949, but the 1952 photo
of the railway station refers to the building in the
background as “the former Workmen’s Hall”.
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YSTALYFERA
Portable and fit-up theatres
Hartley & Andersons’ Gaiety Theatre
This played a summer season starting in June 1885.
Alexander Theatre
Bert Breamer’s Portable played a short summer season from July 1900.
People’s Theatre
Orton’s People’s Theatre played several weeks over the winter months early in 1903. In February Le Warren
& Freeman placed an advertisement in The Stage thanking George Orton “for comfortable two weeks at
Ystalyfera”. The following month John Orton was advertising for a leading man for his People’s Theatre,
Ystalyfera. It is not known if there was both a George and a John – brothers perhaps? – or whether this was a
misprint.

COLISEUM
1897 Opened as a first floor music hall
1911 Remodelled for cine-variety
?
Closed and demolished?
The Coliseum was a medium-size music hall occupying the first floor above the large newspaper print-shop of
the “South Wales Voice”. It could hold around 600 people. The newspaper offices had opened in the mid
1890s, and it is thought the upper floor was in use for entertainment around 1897. It was taken over in 1911 by
William Coutts, the Swansea-based impresario, and was remodelled for cine-variety. At the same time “Billy”
Coutts bought the Ystalyfera Playhouse to add to his growing collection of venues, and it seems he intended to
use the Coliseum for films and variety, and to use the Playhouse for straight drama.
In 1913, while the Gurnos Road Independent Chapel was undergoing some rebuilding, Sunday services were
held in the Coliseum. This caused a flurry of comment locally, with some feeling it was most inappropriate to
be holding religious services inside such a pagan venue as an old music hall.
By the early 1920s the Coliseum was managed by Elwyn Rees, uncle of the young Donald Peers, who would
later become one of the
highest paid singers of the
post-war years . Local stories
talk of young Donald regularly
visiting the Coliseum and
working as a projectionist and
usher during school holidays
from his home in Ammanford.
The arrival of the “talkies” and
competition from the Capitol
led to a serious loss of
business at the Coliseum. It
appears to have closed at the
start of the Second World War
but was open again later in the
1940s, and staged a live
performance from the
Godrergraig Chapel Band of
Hope in 1948. It is no longer
listed in the 1949 Cinema
records.
Further information is needed.

Godrergraig Chapel Band of Hope on stage at the Coliseum 1948

Ystalyfera
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PUBLIC HALL / CENTRAL HALL / CENTRAL THEATRE
1905 Opened as the Public Hall
?
?
The Public Hall advertised in June 1905 that it was “ Newly erected, centrally located in very populous district
(12 miles from Swansea and Neath) close to Mid. Railway Station. Proscenium, Act Drop and Box Chamber.
Electric Light. Stage 23ft x 20ft, height 17ft, seating 600. Good attractions required. E. Rees & Sons”
In August 1916 there was a large attendance when a concert was held at the Central Hall, the proceeds of which
were devoted to the establishing of a Fund for the relief of local sailors and soldiers killed in action. The
Ystalyfera Town Band paraded the streets an hour prior to opening time.
In mid-1925 the Hall had a rival in the newly opened Capitol Theatre. To meet this competition, the Central
Hall renamed itself the Central Theatre and made an all-out effort to promote itself as the town’s principal
place of entertainment. It tried to capture bigger, better and more attractive shows than its rival: these included
big revue companies, variety shows such as “George Crowther’s Combination”, and attractions like The Great
L’Ada, an entertainment described as “Novel and Mysterious. No other performance like L’Ada – the talk of
every town played.” This show also staged one of L’Ada’s special ladies-only matinees, claiming that during
the current tour over 3,000 Ladies had attended these matinees, adding “. . . and the Ladies do Talk!.”
It seems that it lost out in this battle of the theatres, and within a few months the Public Hall returned to
occasional use, mostly for local social events, meetings and concerts.

CAPITOL THEATRE / CINEMA
1924
1934
1950s
1960s
1980
1995

Opened as a live theatre and cinema
Became a full-time cinema
CinemaScope installed
Offered a mix of bingo and films
Closed
Demolished and replaced with housing.
The Capitol opened in Gurnos Road in 1924, with
a rather splendid Classical façade which fronted
what was basically a large shed. It had a large
stage area and seating for around 800.
In its first decade it presented a wide range of live
shows, the best attended of which were the
currently popular “revues” – shows with titles like
“Joy of 1925”, “Fetch a Policeman” and
“Whoopee”. The Capitol also provided a regular
home for the Ystalyfera Amateur Operatic
Society, whose 1927 production of “Princess Ida”
broke the house records for attendances.
In 1934 the Capitol obtained a cinema licence and.
From then onwards operated as a full-time cinema,
though occasionally it would stage a live show –
mostly of local origin. Its seating capacity had
been slightly reduced to around 750. It operated
successfully through the war years and into the
1950s. When CinemaScope was installed it
boasted a screen 32ft x 13ft, inside a 34ft wide
proscenium. By the mid-1960s, the Capitol was
offering a mix of bingo nights and film nights, but
it closed at some point in the late 1970s or early in
1980 and the building was left empty and unused.
It was finally demolished in 1995 and a block of
flats and residential units named Llys Fredrick
Jones was built on the site.

Ystalyfera
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PLAYHOUSE
1910 Open by now
?
?
The Playhouse opened around 1910 with a seating capacity of 1,500.
It had a small stage, which could only accommodate 13ft wing flats
but was initially very popular with its series of straight plays,
offering an alternative to the variety shows on offer at the Coliseum.
Both venues were leased to William Coutts of the Star Theatre,
Swansea. In its first few years, it was reported that “Ystalyfera
receives dramas with enthusiasm”, and among the visiting
companies were Mr Carr Loates’s Company playing three days of
“A London Outcast” followed by a further three days of “At the
World’s Mercy” with Cissie Milford as “Treacle”; and a two week
visit from Graham Woods and Archie Helsby with their special
guest star, Marie Robson in “Send Him Victorious”, “The Power of
a Wicked Woman” and “A Traitor Prince” .
However, by the middle of 1913 it was clear there was not a big
enough local audience for straight drama to fill a 1500-seat venue
for three nights – and the Playhouse gradually became a cine-variety
– and therefore working in direct competition to Billy Coutts’s other
business. As yet, no further mentions of the Playhouse have been
found after the First World War.
Further information is needed.

PALACE THEATRE
1910 Open
In December 1910 an advert in The Stage reads: “Wanted good variety artists for London Picture Palace,
Ystalyfera. Hall small.” In the same edition a double-act, Barney Noble & Olive Veno, announce their current
engagement at the Ystalyfera Palace. Four months later another advert is seeking variety acts for the Picture
Palace and names the manager as a Mr Stormont.
Between April and August 1911 there are concurrent advertisements for The Picture Palace, the Playhouse and
the Empire. This would imply that they are three separate businesses, but so far there is no other information.
Further information is needed.

EMPIRE THEATRE
1910 Open by now
?
Closed
The Empire was open as a cine-variety by the start of 1911, when one of the turns on offer was Day & Doreen
“expert buck and clog dancers on illuminated glass pedestals”. It remained in use as a cine-variety up to the
1930s when it was upgraded for “talkies”. By the end of the Second World War both the Ystalyfera cinemas –
the Capitol and the Empire – were run by the same management, Kenmor Kinemas Ltd. The Empire had 512
seats in its heyday cinema years. The Kenmor company was dissolved in 1981.
Further information is needed

Ystradgynlais
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YSTRADGYNLAIS
Portable and Fit-Up Theatres
Picture Pavilion
Edwards & Page’s Picture Pavilion came to Ystradgynlais in 1914 and was erected in the Town Square in front
of the Ynyscedwyn Arms. It was an elaborate construction with an organ and marionettes on the front – but
was basically a rather large tent and had duckboards on the floor. It remained on site for several years until a
permanent and luxurious cinema opened in 1918.

WELFARE THEATRE / SUPER CINEMA/ THE WELFARE
1934 Opened as the New Theatre in the Miners’ Welfare Hall
1991 Refurbished as an arts centre.
2010 Further upgrading and redecoration
Originally known as the Welfare Cinema it opened in 1934 with 650 seats. It was closed in 1937, and the
licence was transferred to the Capitol Cinema in Ystalyfera, with a clause that no films could be screened in the
Welfare Hall for the following seven years. The
Astoria Cinema, Ystradgynlais, located only 200
yards away, continued as the only cinema in the
town. The Welfare Cinema did re-open later and was
closed in the 1950’s.
It was taken over by the local Council in the late1980’s and refurbished as a community arts centre by
Powis County Council architects in 1991. At this
time the seating capacity was reduced to 367. Renamed Super Cinema, it re-opened on 24th
November 1991 with Kevin Costner in “Robin Hood
– Prince of Thieves”
Further renovation and redecoration in 2010 has
reduced the capacity to 300. It currently operates as a
successful community venue.

THE CINEMA / ASTORIA
1918?
1937
1978
2007

Opened as the Cinema
Renamed the Astoria
Cinema closed and became a snooker club
Closed, demolished and replaced with housing
Opened in 1918? and simply know as The
Cinema it had a seating capacity of 675. It
was equipped with a small stage and served
as a cine-variety. By 1937 it had been renamed Astoria Cinema and was under new
management, West of England Cinemas,
Ltd, but it continued to present the
occasional live entertainment along with its
regular use as a cinema.
By 1963, the Astoria Cinema was operated
by Kenmore Kinemas Ltd. and the seating
capacity had been reduced to 400. The
Cinema was closed at the end of the 1970s

Ystradgynlais
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and was converted into a snooker club.
In 2007 plans were submitted to demolish the Astoria
and replace it with housing. Cinema and build housing
on the site. This was carried out over the next few
years.
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YSTRAD MYNACH
Portable and Fit-Up Theatres
James Manders & Sons Bioscope & Varieties
This attraction played at the Show Grounds in Ystrad Mynach in February 1910

PENALLTA WORKMEN’S HALL / MINERS’ WELFARE HALL
1924
1967
1970s
?

Opened
Used for bingo
Used as a snooker hall
Renamed Cameron House Crisis Centre

Penallta Workmen's Hall opened in 1924 (the foundation stone was laid 17 May 1923) and provided a library
and reading rooms, billiards rooms, committee rooms,
and public hall. Almost immediately upon opening the
hall was used to provide live entertainment when The
Cymraes, “versatile acrobats” appeared in a show called
“Carnival of Novelties”.
The hall remained in community use, and as late as the
mid-60s was still presenting the occasional variety
performance (in September 1964 it was the Applejacks).
Bingo was introduced at the start of 1967, and within a
few years , the Hall operated as a popular snooker hall.
At a later date the building was renamed Cameron House
and is currently used as a crisis centre for victims of
domestic abuse.

VARIETY THEATRE / PALACE CINEMA
1920s Opened
1960s Cinema closed and used for bingo
The Palace Variety Theatre was open by September 1920 when much local publicity was given to The Great
Conroy – “See his sensational escape from the Tank of Death. £100 challenge. Supported by monster variety
programme”. Over the next few years the Palace featured such variety performers as Nesta Verney “The
inimitable Dandy” and Taceto “the painter who paints
without paint”. It had a seating capacity of 600 and
operated as a cine-variety, showing a mix of films and
live acts. At the start of the 1930s the Palace was
upgraded for sound, and consequently the number of
seats was reduced to 550.
In the early 1960s the Palace ran a series of Saturday
morning film shows free of charge, sponsored by Brooke
Bond Tea. Local youngsters were encouraged to
perform in a talent competition between films. Shortly
afterwards cinema use ceased and the building was used
as the Palace Bingo Club. It is currently in use as the
Top Ten Bingo Club.

